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One of the most important—albeit controversial—
components of the proposed Transatlantic Trade 

and Investment Partnership (TTIP) trade agreement 
between the united States and the european union 
(eu) is the provision creating an investor-state dispute 
settlement (ISDS) mechanism. The French Senate has 
unanimously called for the removal of this provision 
both from the TTIP and from a separately concluded 
eu trade agreement with Canada, and many other 
european organizations have raised similar objections.1

There are many reasons to doubt that a trade agree-
ment between the u.S. and the eu will deliver the eco-
nomic gains or advance the broader geopolitical objec-
tives claimed for it. Like any treaty, a trade agreement 
can be fairly assessed only when a full and final text has 
been negotiated and presented to the public. yet the 
concerns raised in principle about creation of an ISDS 
mechanism are unfounded. Far from being dangerous 
or undesirable, an appropriately structured ISDS is an 
essential part of trade-agreement enforcement and should 
be included in any u.S. trade agreement with the eu.

The Basic Protections of ISDS 
Mechanisms

ISDS mechanisms exist to secure basic legal pro-
tections for a signatory state’s nationals abroad. Four 
basic protections are central to ISDS mechanisms:

 n Minimum standards of treatment. Host 
nations must provide investors with fair and 
equitable treatment and full legal protection and 
security, either as defined by the agreement or as 
limited to the international minimum standard.

 n Due process. Nations must follow defined and 
legal processes. They may not invoke arbitrary 
measures in cases involving investors from 
another nation.

 n Non-discrimination. The protections for foreign 
investors must be the same as those for domes-
tic investors. Moreover, the most favored nation 
standard2 mandates that host states may not 
discriminate between foreign investors from 
different nations.

 n Expropriation. Nations cannot directly (e.g., 
by nationalization), indirectly (e.g., by break-
ing a contract or in other circuitous ways), or 

“creepingly” (e.g., by gradual means) render an 
investment valueless without compensating 
the investor.

ISDS mechanisms can allow foreign claimants 
wronged under the agreement to take their claim 
directly to the international investment tribunal 
forum provided by the treaty, therefore avoiding 
the local, cumbersome, and often corrupt remedies 
of domestic courts. ISDS mechanisms can also be 
structured to supplement domestic legal systems by 
requiring investors to exhaust their remedies in those 
systems first. This kind of mechanism is more appro-
priate for agreements between law-abiding nations 
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because it gives investors a way to appeal to an agreed 
system of international arbitration for disputes, while 
simultaneously respecting national legal systems.

The Advantages of ISDS Mechanisms
ISDS mechanisms are designed to safeguard fair, 

unbiased, and transparent legal processes by pro-
viding for independent and impartial arbitration. 
because they work quickly, they ensure that disputes 
are addressed in a systematized, predictable, and 
consistent way so that the investment function and 
capital flow may continue while according the claim-
ant the relief that is due. Without ISDS mechanisms, 
the investment-related aspects of the TTIP would 
become moot and academic. That is why arbitration 
is part of the World Trade Organization (WTO) and of 
many bilateral and multilateral treaties to which the 
u.S. and the various eu member states are signato-
ries. ISDS mechanisms are neither novel nor untried.

In 2013, the u.N. found that ISDS mechanisms 
had been used, as of the end of 2012, in 514 known 
cases. Claims are most commonly filed against 
authoritarian or autocratic regimes: argentina, Ven-
ezuela, and ecuador are the three most frequent 
respondents, comprising 109 of the known cases. 
However, claims have also been filed against the u.S. 
and the eu member states: NaFTa (49 cases) and 
the eu’s energy Charter Treaty (29 cases) are the 
most commonly used instruments for ISDS claims.3

There is no reason why the stipulations and terms 
of the TTIP’s ISDS provisions should not resemble 
the ISDS provisions in other trade agreements to 
which the u.S. and the eu are already signatories, 
including the WTO. agreements containing ISDS 
mechanisms protect the rights of governments to 
regulate in the public interest—including on public 

health and the environment—so long as they do so 
without discrimination and do not expose national, 
state, or local governments to new liabilities, pro-
cedures, or penalties that are not already available 
against them under domestic law.4

arbitration of freely accepted commitments by 
freely negotiated mechanisms that are limited to the 
dispute at hand does not undermine national sovereign-
ty any more than arbitration of commercial disputes 
deprives companies of their freedom to enter into con-
tracts. ISDS provisions merely protect investors when 
nations insist on undertaking actions in defiance of 
their freely accepted commitments. Opponents of ISDS 
provisions do not demand the right to act. They demand 
the freedom to act without foreseeable consequences.

ISDS mechanisms do not just protect investors. 
They also promote international investment by 
ensuring that investments will not be expropriated, 
and international investment, in turn, promotes 
growth.5 The total amount of inward foreign direct 
investment increased from 9.7 percent of global 
gross domestic product (GDP) in 1990 to 34.3 percent 
of global GDP in 2013 and from 13.4 percent to 33.2 
percent in developing countries—the same period 
when the world was increasingly negotiating trade 
agreements containing arbitration provisions.6

The Fifth amendment to the u.S. Constitution 
provides: “No person shall be…deprived of…proper-
ty, without due process of law; nor shall private prop-
erty be taken for public use without just compensa-
tion.” That is the essence of ISDS mechanisms. even 
for trade agreements between law-abiding democra-
cies, there must be predictably enforceable ways for 
the signatories to avail themselves of their rights, so 
that they are fairly available to all signatories. That 
is the core purpose of ISDS mechanisms.
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The Left’s Criticism of ISDS Mechanisms
although the aFL-CIO strongly opposes inclu-

sion of an ISDS mechanism in the TTIP, most criti-
cism of ISDS mechanisms has come from europe.7 
The eu Commission’s negotiating mandate for the 
TTIP included creation of an ISDS mechanism, but 
in January 2014, public hostility forced it to take 
ISDS off the negotiating table.8

Later that year, a public consultation conducted by 
the eu Commission resulted in over 150,000 replies, 
the most the Commission has ever received in such 
an exercise. almost 90 percent of respondents reject-
ed inclusion of an ISDS mechanism in the TTIP. The 
campaign against ISDS was led, through a sophisticat-
ed public relations campaign, by left-wing nongovern-
mental organizations such as Friends of the earth and 
european trade unions—groups that are savvy in the 
ways of social media.9 The recent action by the French 
Senate shows that the european criticism of inclusion 
of ISDS provisions in the TTIP has not abated.

Some trade unions in both the u.S. and the eu want 
a regulation-heavy deal that protects today’s union 
workers at the expense of everyone else today and 
tomorrow, while at the same time opposing legal pro-
tections for foreign investors. The environmental left 
is simply opposed to trade agreements as such, viewing 
them as instruments of “the interests of international 
capital.”10 That attitude condemns billions of people 
to poverty. The stance of these groups and the politi-
cal support it has garnered send a discouraging signal 
about the prospects of negotiating a high-quality TTIP.

What the U.S. Should Do
One of the purported purposes of the TTIP is to 

serve as a model for future trade agreements.11 That 
is all the more reason why any trade agreement 
between the u.S. and the eu should be a high-quality 

agreement. To be worthy of being called a free trade 
agreement, a TTIP must not lead to increased or har-
monized regulation. It must also contain ISDS provi-
sions that respect national legal systems, are careful-
ly limited to the dispute at hand, and will allow the 
commitments in the agreement to be enforced fairly 
in all signatories. an agreement that lacks such pro-
visions would be a bad deal for the u.S. now and a bad 
model for u.S. trade diplomacy in the future.

Treaties are how civilized nations do business. 
Today, too many treaties are negotiated and signed 
but not upheld. but, by and large, trade agreements 
have been upheld, at least in part because the mutual 
benefits that they offer are covered by ISDS mecha-
nisms. This incentivizes all parties to uphold their 
freely accepted commitments. a trade agreement 
between the u.S. and the eu would be the largest in 
history. The u.S. cannot accept such an agreement 
if it does not verifiably reduce government involve-
ment in trade. Such an agreement would be a back-
ward step for freedom.
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